THE VIRTUAL FHIR CONNECTATHON
03 July To 05 July, 2020

SCHEDULE
03 TO 05 JULY 2020

Friday, 03 July 2020
3PM IST Onwards

Saturday, 04 July 2020
9AM to 7PM IST

Sunday, 05 July 2020
9AM to 12PM IST

Register Here
HL7 India Confluence

Contact Us
tc@hl7india.org
secretary@hl7india.org
About Virtual FHIR Connectathon

A Two-day event of hands-on FHIR learning, creating & connecting. Choose a track from several tracks, based on your level of readiness and area of interest. There is a track for everyone, anyone from a novice to expert in FHIR will find a track which suits them.

Joining multiple tracks or switching between tracks is ok too if one desires. This is a chance to get your hands dirty in FHIR and learn by helping evolve the FHIR specification. Come join the growing FHIR community in India. Come with us, let’s play with FHIR and build something meaningful for India along the way.

Let our experts help you accomplish your company’s & your career goals.

Connectathon Tracks

**FHIR Starter**
FHIR Starter Track provides an immersive experience of the FHIR ecosystem. No prior knowledge on FHIR required. The Track Provides participants with end to end introduction to the FHIR ecosystem. Track helps anyone who is wanting to understand FHIR without prior knowledge of FHIR. This track will use R4 version of FHIR.

**India Profiling Track**
This Track intends to attempt to create and test FHIR profiles for India. FHIR resources in scope will be as listed in National Digital Health Blueprint (NDHB) document.

**COVID19 Teleconsultation Track**
This track demonstrate how a compelling use case brings stakeholders together. FHIR is inherently suited for aggregated teleconsultations. Voluntary participation of Programmer’s community accelerates the adoption.

**V2 To FHIR Track**
The fundamental differences between the two standards in terms of their philosophy as well as representation of data gives rise to a need to map from HL7 V2 messages to appropriate FHIR resources and perhaps even vice versa. This particularly assumes importance in the Indian context because use of FHIR in India is still very limited but is expected to grow in the near future.

**Terminology Track**
The incorporating and proper use of terminology is fundamental to effective, interoperable data exchange, especially semantic interoperability, so this is an important capability to provide and test in the Connectathons.
Virtual Connectathon (Online)
Rs.2360/- (Members)
Rs.2950/- (Non-Members)

Click here to register

First time ever in India
Interact with Community, learn and contribute

Connect, learn, create, & share.

Build capacity, solutions in India for India and for the world.

Why FHIR India Connectathon
Build Community of FHIR professionals
India specific Needs
Create awareness
Advance Interoperability

Why Participate
The Connectathon provides a great opportunity for anyone to gain hands-on experience on FHIR. Participants get to test and develop FHIR-based solutions by engaging in connectathon tracks. Be part of the community. This is a chance to get your hands dirty and learn by helping evolve the FHIR specification

Why Register Early
Participate in pre-connectathon activities starting week of 15th June. Be part in shaping, drafting & finalize the tracks.